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Description

Foreman 1.10.1

When creating a new host, if you click Resolve in the Operating System tab next to Provisioning templates, the drop-down fields in

the Interfaces tab (when you edit an interface) appear at the top left corner of the screen (rather than next to the appropriate

dropdown) and leaves the user unable to select anything from the dropdowns. (screenshots attached)

Reproduced on Chrome and Firefox

Steps to reproduce:

1. Create New Host, fill out details in the Host tab (in this case, we used a VMWare deployment)

2. Click on the Operating System Tab,

3. Click "Resolve" next to provisioning templates at the bottom of the page

4. Click on the Interfaces Tab and click "Edit" next to one of the interfaces

5. Click the drop down for domain, subnet, NIC type, network. all of the dropdown lists appear at the top left corner of the screen and

selections from this list have no effect.

Note that PRIOR to clicking Resolve, the drop-downs appear and operate as expected.

Related issues:

Related to Foreman - Bug #13980: VMWARE: since 1.10, NIC type and Network dif... Closed 03/01/2016

History

#1 - 03/29/2016 11:08 AM - Dominic Cleal

- Related to Bug #13980: VMWARE: since 1.10, NIC type and Network different from profile configuration added

#2 - 03/29/2016 11:09 AM - Dominic Cleal

- Status changed from New to Resolved

Thanks for the report.  It looks like I've fixed this while working on another ticket (#13980) and tidying up how the dropdown menus are initialised on

the New Host form.  The fix for that is in 1.11.0-RC3 and will be in 1.10.3 (planned for this week).
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